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Surfside Tango Jo Kennedy
(Dennis James)
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My Belief In You Jo Kennedy
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Tough John O'May & Jo Kennedy
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It's Not Enough Jo Kennedy
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Turnaround Turnaround
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Monkey In Me Jo Kennedy
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Incidental music composed by Phil Judd
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Farrells Total Music

Music director Mark Moffatt has worked as producer, engineer, guitarist and writer, 
and at time of writing, had his own website here, which inter alia, contained this brief 
bio:

Not only is Mark Moffatt one of the most experienced and respected producers to 
emerge from Australia, he is also an accomplished musician (guitar, pedal steel), 

http://www.markmoffatt.com/


engineer, and writer.
In 1980, he took a position as director of artist development/house producer with 
Rupert Murdochʼs Festival Records, at that time Australiaʼs largest independent record 
label with 25% of the market. That year saw Markʼs first nomination as “Best 
Producer” and the beginning of steady chart success through the eighties and 
nineties.
During his career in Australia he featured in reader and industry polls, including the 
Rolling Stone “Best Producer” and ARIA “Producer of the Year” categories . He has 
more productions in the APRA Top 30 songs of all time than any other single producer 
and has produced an astonishing 15 ARIA Hall of Fame inductees.
As a writer he has had two #1 Australian country singles, two top ten pop singles, two 
top ten UK & European singles, and has composed scores for seven major motion 
pictures and TV series.
Mark relocated to Nashville in 1996, at the invitation of Ten Ten Music president Barry 
Coburn. As director of A&R at Ten Ten until 2001, he worked extensively in the 
development of superstar Keith Urban.
Production credits include : Keith Urban /the Ranch, the Saints, Yothu Yindi, the 
Divinyls, Neil & Tim Finn, Ross Wilson, Slim Dusty, Tony Joe White, Stacey Earle, 
OʼShea, Jasmine Rae, Deana Carter, Leslie Mills (with John Shanks & the Dust 
Brothers), Gloriana, Adam Gregory, Jason Aldean remixes.
Mark is a leader in the emerging Independent sector of the Nashville Industry, 
achieving the highest number of independent Music Row chart entries in 2005 and 
2007 saw his first Grammy nomination.

(Below: Mark Moffatt)

However, judging by the commentaries in the DVD extras, it's not clear how much 
Moffatt had to do with the finished soundtrack, which had grown in ambition from a 
screenplay with a single song to a show with some eleven major numbers, and other 
bits of music. Rather pointedly, Gillian Armstrong and David Elfick take a joint "Music 
Selected by" credit.



In the 'making of', director Gillian Armstrong confesses to having been very naive 
about the amount of time it would take to do a musical, and the time and the expense 
involved in shooting the dance numbers, with actors getting tired, and getting covered 
in sweat, which affected continuity, and with one solution - two or three camera 
coverage - adding to the shooting ratio, and to film and lab costs. In the end, this 
became the preferred solution - get as many shots as possible for coverage and 
editing, and hide the other cameras.

Armstrong also admits to being naive about the time it took to write good songs, and 
to find songs suitable for the sound track. The creative team put out a call to the music 
industry to submit songs for the film, but according to Armstrong, a couple of weeks 
before they were due to start recording songs, the musical director told her he'd 
listened to all the submitted tapes, and there was nothing, nothing any good, to be 
heard.

In a panic, Armstrong took a box of tapes home and began listening to them, but 
found nothing, and in the end, she claims that the show was saved by Phil Judd and 
the Swingers, a popular group of the time (Judd had been a member of New Zealand 
band Split Enz).

But that too was a difficult experience. She and co-producer David Elfick talked to 
head of Mushroom Records, Michael Gudinski, and she went to a rock show after 
party to meet Judd, but he was wooden and uncommunicative, and looked at the wall 
rather than talk to Armstrong, and she says she went away from the meeting thinking 
that they weren't going to be hearing from Judd and the Swingers.

Facing madness and disaster and no music for a show billed as Australia's first 
comedy musical, David Elfick luckily got a call from the band, which had gone off to 
record an album on the north coast. The drummer had broken his arm horse-riding, 
the band couldn't record their own album, and at a loose end, they'd put down a song 
for the film, with a suggestion that if the creative team wanted them to write anything 
else, they were available.

Meanwhile the demo song was on its way, and according to Armstrong, it was the 
fastest turnaround of anyone they'd approached. They had the song within five days, 
and it was the theme song for Star Struck. 

By that time, Armstrong confesses to having said to Elfick that maybe they couldn't do 
a theme song, that every song to date that they'd been offered had been so corny, 
and maybe there's no such thing as a title song that's not really cheesy.

Perhaps it couldn't be done: "Then this tape came in, we played it, and we were like 
… (looks astonished) … knocked out … like this is amazing, then this call, they said 
you want anything more? We're like, yeah, yeah, they said 'which?', we said 
'Anything!'".

According to Elfick, the one big mistake they made was that they should have put The 
Swingers' Counting the beat song into the movie. They thought that because it had 
already been a hit, that it should be discounted. They'd made a pact that everything in 



the film had to be new, and they thought that putting a year-old hit song into the film 
would date it and make it seem like it was just re-cycling old material. Looking back, 
Armstrong noted that if they'd thought about the film in an international context, they 
would have realised nobody would have heard Counting the beat, which was only a 
domestic hit in Australia.

Armstrong also confesses to the creative team having turned down two bands, Men at 
Work, and INXS, both of whom were interested, and both of whom would take off 
when MTV started some six months after the film was released (at the time the film 
was made, Australian music was big domestically, thanks in no small part to the ABC 
pop program Countdown, but was still relatively unknown internationally, and 
Armstrong compares releasing the film in the United States with Australian music to 
like launching a film with music from Botswana land).

The late arrival of the music also created difficulties for the choreography. Armstrong 
mentions that she and David Atkins had, at least for one number - the swimming pool 
sequence featuring dinkum Aussie lifesavers and sharks - to listen to the music the 
night before it was scheduled to be filmed, and that Atkins then had to come up with 
moves and rehearse them with the cast.

The film exploited the talents of any number of people active in the music industry at 
the time. Writer Stephen MacLean and co-producer David Elfick were aware of the 
movers and the shakers, having first met when they worked together on a music 
magazine called Go Set, on which ABC Countdown host Molly Meldrum had also 
worked. 

Molly Meldrum gave Ross O'Donovan a thorough work out in preparation for his main 
song, I Want to Live in a House, filmed in Richard Lester Beatles style - it's reported 
by co-producer Richard Brennan in his commentary track that O'Donovan returned 
from Melbourne exhausted after his encounter with Meldrum (who in turn was 
something of a role model for the gay rock show host Terry, played by John O'May).

Janice Slater acted as vocal coach for Jo Kennedy. Kennedy had an untrained voice, 
and according to Armstrong had been in a "little off the wall punk band, but that was 
all", and this created some nervousness. According to co-producer Brennan:

She didn't have a trained voice, doesn't have a trained voice as you can hear because 
it is her own voice that you're listening to, and David and I, probably to a lesser extent 
Gillian, had considerable misgivings about that. David and I felt that we were caught 
between a rock and a hard place. We wanted the film to have a great look, we had 
very high hopes for it, nothing like this had been done in Australia before, and we 
hoped that we might have something that would work in Australia as well as a film like 
Fame had worked overseas. In the period leading up to filming we, David, myself 
Russell and in particular Gillian looked at a lot of films. We watched Breaking Glass, 
we watched Grease, we watched Saturday Night Fever , we watched Hair, we 
watched West Side Story, and as we developed the project the musical numbers 
began to swell, two became four became six became seven became ten and our 
original putative budget, at this stage we hadn't completed raising the finances for the 
film, we hadn't locked down our budget had risen from $1.6 million to $1.75 million 



and as I said there was a burst of production going on which meant that it was more 
difficult to secure people's services and fees were considerably larger than they'd 
been a year or two before …    

Michael Gudinski's Mushroom took charge of the making of an LP and a 45, though 
co-producer Richard Brennan claims that the film saw no returns from the exercise. 

Gillian Armstrong does note however that the film team were able to create the cover 
art for the Australian album. Paul Worstead, who had done the head titles for the film, 
created the layout for the LP gatefold, with a pop-up 3D style collage in the middle. 
Worstead, she says, went on to become the first Mambo artist, and so helped give the 
LP an early Mambo look.

Phil Judd, at time of writing, still had an official website here, and a reasonably 
detailed wiki here. The Swingers have a briefer wiki listing here. Both wikis have 
handy links to more material. Judd would go on to do a number of scores for other 
Australian feature films, including Rikky and Pete, Mr. Reliable, Hercules Returns, the 
telemovie Eight Ball, Death in Brunswick, The Big Steal and Amy.

Split Enz's Tim Finn maintained the New Zealand connection by writing the song Body 
and Soul, sung by Jo Kennedy, which made number five on the Australian singles 
charts in May 1982.

(Below: Phil Judd - for more shots of Judd and The Swingers in the film, see this site's 
photo gallery).

LP details:

http://www.philjudd.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phil_Judd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Swingers


LP (stereo) Mushroom L-37783. 1982. Gatefold, includes bonus cut-out pop-ups.

The gatefold pop up:



Musical Director: Mark Moffatt
Executive Producers: Michael Gudinski and David Elfick
Musical Co-ordinator: Jenny Keath
With Special Thanks to: Graham ʻBuzzʼ Bidstrup, Janice Slater (Jo Kennedyʼs vocal 
coach and backing vocals), Vicki Eldridge, Gary Ashley, Roland, Farrellʼs Total Music



SIDE 1:
1. Starstruck Overture (1'05") (Philip Judd), Vocals: The Swingers, produced by Phil 
Judd, recorded at York Street Studios
2. Starstruck (3'47") (Philip Judd), Vocals: The Swingers, produced by David Tickle, 
recorded at Music Farm Studios
3. Gimme Love (3'09") (Philip Judd/D. Hillman/B. Stiggs), Vocals: The Swingers, 
produced by David Tickle, recorded at Studios 301
4. Temper Temper (2'57") (Philip Judd), Vocals: Jo Kennedy, produced by Mark 
Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios.
5. Itʼs Not Enough. (3'51") (Dennis James Nattrass), Vocals: Jo Kennedy, produced by 
Mark Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios
6. Tough (4'23") (Philip Judd), Vocals: John OʼMay, Jo Kennedy, produced by Mark 
Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios.
7. Humming A Tune (2'54") (ʻGreedyʼ Smith), Vocals: Mental As Anything, produced by 
Russell Dunlop and Bruce Brown, recorded at Alberts Studios

SIDE 2:
1. I Want To Live In A House (3'07") (Bill Miller) Vocals: Ross OʼDonovan, produced by 
Ian Meldrum, recorded at Richmond Recorders
2. Body And Soul (3'39") (Tim Finn) Vocals: Jo Kennedy, produced by Mark Moffatt, 
recorded at Festival Studios
3. My Belief In You (4'23") (Lee Kosmin/Jenny Brown) Vocals: Jo Kennedy, produced 
by Mark Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios
4. Turnaround (2'32") (Brent Jeffrey/Tony Voglino) Vocals: Turnaround, produced by 
Mark Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios
5. Monkey In Me (3'06") (Dennis James Nattrass) Vocals: Jo Kennedy, produced by 
Mark Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios
6. Starstruck Finale (2'44") (Philip Judd) Vocals: The Swingers, produced by Phil 
Judd, recorded at York Street Studios

45:



Mushroom K-8621 1982, limited edition, picture sleeve

Side A: 
Body And Soul (3'35") (T. Finn) (Mushroom) Vocals: Jo Kennedy, produced by Mark 
Moffatt, recorded at Festival Studios, Sydney, Australia

Side B: 
Rocking Institution (2'59") (Kelly/Langman) (Mushroom) Vocals: Paul Kelly and The 
Dots Produced by Paul Kelly & Jim Barton, recorded at AAV, Melbourne, Australia 
(Incidental music heard backstage at the Lizard Lounge)



Mushroom K-8622 1982

Side A: 
Starstruck (P. Judd) Vocals: The Swingers

Side B: 
Starstruck Finale (P. Judd) Vocals: The Swingers



Mushroom K-8741 1982 (limited edition, picture sleeve)

Side A: 
Monkey In Me (3'06") (Nattrass) (Mushroom) Vocals: Jo Kennedy, 
produced by Mark Moffatt. Recorded at Festival Studios, Sydney, Australia.

Side B: 
Starstruck Overture (1'05") (P. Judd) (Mushroom) Vocals: The Swingers, 
produced by Phil Judd, recorded at York Street Studios, Melbourne, 
Australia

The US album version was released by A and M, SP-4938, with the same 
details as for the Australian LP, all songs published by EMI Music (BMI), 
mastered by Frank De Luna at A&M Recording Studios





The hit song also made it into a number of collections, for example:



Side two, track 8, Body and Soul, 3'35"

The music also made it on to Phillips cassette, as popular albums did at the time:

Below: album detail with bonus white cockatoo



Lyrics for the title song, which features in the body of the film, at the climax, and in a 
variant, largely musical form, dominated by saxophone, over the opening and closing 
titles - below, as performed at the climax of the film by Phil Judd:

Oh yeah
(Music starts playing, crowd cheers)
Well, I ain't gonna sweat inside 
Like no well-trained dog
All right



Don't struggle and stall
But I've got a right to dream
All right   (Subtitles: Oh yeah)
Be my hero    (Subtitles: We love heroes)
Be my star     (Subtitles: We love stars)
Hey hey hey
I do believe
I will surely go insane
Yeah that's right
Square peg in a round hole
It just ain't right
Alright
Oh be my future
Be my pop! Pop!
Starstruck
I only want to take your photograph
Starstruck
I really want to have your autograph
Starstruck
La la la lah (etc)

Chase my dreams
I'll fantasize or bust
All right
Look at me,
Inside my cloud of dust
Be my hero
Be my star
Star … starstruck
I only want to take your photograph
Starstruck
I really want to have your autograph
Starstruck
La la la lah (etc)

Who do you want to be?
What do you want from me?
Who you going in to see?
I've got the right to dream ...

(Music becomes discordant and fades away over various images
of Angus with rolling down the steps inside the Opera House with
the Ice Cream Girl, and Jackie and the Swingers bowing to the
cheering crowd)


